Insert Witty Name Here – McMaster 
Victor Ferreira, Alex Poon and Sameer Rawal

TOSSUPS

1- This player is one of two in history to have hit for the cycle and to have turned an unassisted triple play. He accomplished the latter feat in a 2007 game against the Atlanta Braves and the former just this past season in a game against the Chicago Cubs. Drafted 7th overall out of Long Beach State, this player went on to hit .291 with 24 Home Runs, 99 RBI, and an .838 OPS, finishing second to Ryan Braun in voting for the 2007 Rookie of the Year award, while the Toronto Blue Jays were much maligned for selecting Ricky Romero one slot ahead of this player. In addition, this player was a key component to his team’s historic playoff run, though he faltered in the playoffs that year, hitting only .195 with one Home Run and striking out 15 times in 41 at bats in the postseason. For ten points, name this current starting shortstop for the Colorado Rockies.

Answer: Troy Tulowitzki


2. Although well received, this film was a box office flop. Filming took place on the Upper East Side of New York City. Songs on the soundtrack for this film include The Heart of Life, By John Mayer; Please Be Patient With Me, by Wilco and, most fittingly, I’m Looking Through You, by the Beatles.* Supporting actors in the movie include Daily Show correspondent Aasif Mandvi as Dr. Prashar, Bertram's Indian American colleague, Alan Ruck as a ghost competing with Frank for Bertram's attention and Kristen Wiig as Bertram's self involved surgeon. A man dies during surgery, comes back to life and can see the dead in, for ten points, what 2008 American paranormal comedy film directed by David Koepp, co-starring Tea Leoni and Greg Kinnear, the first leading role for English comedian Ricky Gervais.

Answer: Ghost Town   


3. According to this band’s website, they were discovered by legendary producer Jack Douglas at a Toronto bar when scouts for Douglas were turned away from another band’s sold out show. This band’s first run lasted only about 10 years*, but they have reformed several times over the years, most recently in 2008. Their original lineup consists of bassist Ralph James, guitarist Glen Willows, keyboard player Gary Golden and vocalist George Belanger, who is still with the band’s current incarnation. For ten points, name this Winnipeg-based band whose songs you might have heard on Classic Rock stations, best known for such tracks as “Innocence”, “Superstitious Feeling”, “I Did it for Love” and “Thinking of You”.

Answer: Harlequin


4. Production on this movie almost began in 1999, but was halted when no studio would fork over the 400 million dollar special effects budget it requested. Once green lit, a casting call was posted on the website of Mali Finn Casting in early December 2005 for its female lead. The role went to an actress perhaps best known for playing a character previously popularized by Nichelle Nichols. For the film, the writer spent time working with linguist Paul Frommer* to developed a whole language and culture for the Na'vi, the indigenous race of Pandora. It is the first film to feature the new 20th Century Fox logo, seen in the trailer for the film released online on August 20, 2009, and then in theatres with Inglorious Basterds and Post Grad on August 21, 2009. Not to be confused with a similarly named project to be released by M. Night Shalymalan later next year, this is, for ten points, what 2009 science fiction release from James Cameron? 

ANSWER: Avatar


5. This video game easter egg was rumoured to exist in the original Diablo, and was supposed to be accessed by clicking on a specific animal a certain number of times, although a Starcraft cheat code states that there is no this. To access this level, you must first kill Baal, then procure a Wirt’s Leg from Tristram and transmute it with a Tome of Town Portal using the Horadric Cube in the Rogue Encampment, which then opens up a portal to this level. For ten points, identify this secret level of Diablo II: Lord of Destruction, which you enter to kill a swarm of halberd-wielding bovines.

Answer: The Secret Cow Level


6. He was drafted 31st overall out of Cal in the 2003 NFL Draft, arguably one of the few good draft decisions his team has made in recent history. He has been widely lauded for his philanthropic efforts, most notably his college tour program in which he takes high school students from low-income neighbourhood in the Bay Area to tour top universities all over the United States. His best season on the field came in 2006, when he recorded 50 tackles, 8 interceptions and a sack, but his statistics are generally deflated because of opposing quarterbacks’ unwillingness to throw to his side of the field. For ten points, name this shutdown cornerback for the Oakland Raiders. 

Answer: Nnamdi Asomugha [Nam-dee Ah-so-mwa]


7. It’s current season includes contestants Johnny Sakalais, a former meth addict and Ra’Mon Lawrence Coleman, a med school drop out. Previous notable contestants include Laura Bennett, architect and mother of six; Stella Zotis, a leatherworker*; Chris March, a Drama Desk Award nominee for his for 2002’s Christmas With the Crawfords; Santino Rice, who has acted as a judge on RuPaul's Drag Race; and Austin Scarlet, who famously utilized corn husks to his benefit on the very first episode of the series. Winners of this program have included Jay McCarrol, Chloe Dao, Jeffrey Sebelia, Leanne Marshall, and the “fierce”-touting, Christian Siriano. For ten points, name this former Bravo show, and now Lifetime program, where failed designers are auf’d by supermodel Heidi Klum.    

ANSWER: Project Runway


8. A revised edition of this album with new tracks and a different track listing was released in the United States on September 9, 2008 and in Australia on October 28. The album has received generally positive reviews. Worldwide it has sold more than 2.3 million copies and has gone to number 1 in more than 10 nations. Songs on the album include Boys, Boys, Boys; Brown Eyes; I Like it Rough; and the single, Eh, Eh, Nothing Else I Can Say*. The songs on the album are mostly inspired by the artist’s love of celebrity in general, and deals with its intricacies and the luxurious life she envisions. Featuring the singles Paparazzi; LoveGame, Just Dance and Poker Face, this is, for ten points, what album by Lady Gaga whose title can be derived by combining a definite article, with a musical, move and television show about a performing arts high school.    

ANSWER: The Fame


9. A follow-up to this song was written around the time of the artist’s Darkness tour, but never appeared on an album until his 1999 album 18 Tracks. That sequel was entitled “The Promise” and explicitly references this song’s title, as well as many of the characters that appear on this song’s album. The song itself has enjoyed tremendous popularity and frequently appears on critics’ lists of the greatest songs of all time, despite the fact that it wasn’t even a single off its album. Come take my hand; we’re riding out tonight to case the promised land, but first, for ten points, name this wicked good Bruce Springsteen song, the opening track to his 1975 album Born to Run.

Answer: Thunder Road


10. This Emmy-nominated TV series ran from 1991-1995 and again from 1996-97. Controversially, one of its episodes, “Hot Spells” has rarely been shown, since its initial airing. The episode features a character named Beelzebub, who greatly resembles contemporary depictions of the devil. This was unusual considering that the show aired on the Disney Channel where references to the devil, were highly unusual. The main character’s voice was provided by Jim Cummings.* Villains on the show included: Taurus Bulba, Megavolt, Quackerjack, Dr. Reginald Bushroot and The Liquidator. It was the first of two shows spun-off from Duck Tales. Other popular characters included Gosalyn Mallard and Laundpad McQuack. For ten points, let’s get dangerous by naming this eponymous superhero anthropomorphic duck with the alter ego of Drake Mallard. 

ANSWER: Darkwing Duck 


11. Each book in this series contains a subtle piece of foreshadowing to the next book. The series includes conspicuous amounts of cultural and literary references, including Veblen Hell, Heimlich Hospital, a Hunchback named Hugo, and a character who repeatedly says, “Call me Ish.” At the end of each book, there is a letter to the editor, explaining to the editor how to find the manuscript of the next book. Fittingly, each book in the series has thirteen chapters, with the exception of the last book, which has fourteen. For ten points, identify this progressively tragic, anachronistic tridecadology by Lemony Snicket. 

Answer: A Series of Unfortunate Events


12. This song became a huge breakout for the band. It has sold over 1.5 million downloads, and has been certified Platinum. It has been a huge success on U.S. Mainstream Top 40 radio, reaching number one there. The official video begins with words being typed on the screen stating "A global virus of catastrophic proportions has attacked the entire male population.* Only two male models from Colorado survive...this is their story". The screen shifts to a shot of the band at a photo shoot. The set resembles that of a hotel. Another photo shoot takes place at a set resembling a high school wrestling match, where they are dressed in neon-colored singlets. The last photo shoot is in the prehistoric era, and the band is dressed as cavemen. The video ends with a shot of a mushroom cloud, and the words "Transmission terminated" are typed onto the screen. For ten points, be a “ho” and name this first single from the band 3OH!3 [three-oh-three]. 

ANSWER: Don’t Trust Me (do not accept “Don’t Trust A Ho”) 


13. This film, budgeted at a modest $900,000, grossed ten times that amount in the US market, qualifying it as a hit for the beleaguered 20th Century-Fox. Though tame by modern standards, the picture was slapped with an X rating. Negative publicity was also generated by the fact that a major studio had allowed a "pornographer", to make a Hollywood film under its support.* The plot of the film consists primarily of the adventures of an all female rock band that comes to Hollywood to make it big. Sadly, they find only sex, drugs and some very unpleasant characters, including Z-Man, a fictional eccentric rock producer loosely based on Phil Spector. Oddly enough, more than three decades later Spector was charged with murder, slightly mirroring the events of the film's climax. Posters for this film read: “This is not a sequel — there has never been anything like it.”  For ten points, name this 1970 cult classic directed by Russ Meyer and co-written by film critic Roger Ebert with no help from Jacqueline Susann. 

ANSWER: Beyond the Valley of the Dolls


14. The website for this now defunct product has been taken over by another more successful company. It was introduced in 1996 and disappeared from the market shortly thereafter. Flavours of the product included: raspberry citrus; blueberry melon strawberry; pineapple banana cherry coconut; and for some reason, Charlie Brown chocolate.* Its unique presentation was a result of a substance known as gellan gum, which provided a support matrix—something like a microscopic spider web--and had a visual clarity approaching that of water, which increased with the addition of sugar. For ten points, name this noncarbonated fruit-flavoured beverage, made by the Clearly Canadian Beverage Corporation that had small edible balls floating in it. It may help to know that its website was taken over by a popular internet travelling company.

ANSWER: Orbitz   


15. She is played by Marceline Hugot. In her biggest job to date, she became the president of a largeconglomerate company but acted more as a figurehead while her fiancé Devon called most of the shots. This 40-something displays an affinity for unicorns and Mark Wahlberg in her office*. She also puts toy race cars in her mouth, eats flowers and really enjoys soap operas. She was first introduced in the episode “Jack Gets in the Game” and has since appeared prominently in six episodes. She appears to be mentally handicapped and hardly ever speaks; however, she does say one word three times in the season 3 episode "Do-Over," written by Tina Fey. For ten points, name this former chairman and CEO of GE and President of East Coast Television and Microwave Oven Programming as seen on 30 Rock, the daughter of Don Geiss, who shares her first name with a comic strip character whom Homer Simpson was surprised to learn, was a woman. 

Answer: Cathy Geiss 


16. Brooke Reynolds, in Still of the Night; Molly Gilmore, in Falling in Love; Anne Marie, in Julia; Rachel Samstat, in Heartburn; The Rabbi, in Angels in America;* and Mary Fisher, in She-Devil, are just a few of the roles she has played in her career. More famous characters she has played include women named Linda, Sarah, Karen Blixen, Helen Archer, Lindy Chamberlain, Suzanne Vale, Sophie Zawistowski, Francesca Johnson, Kate Gulden, Roberta Guaspari, Susan Orlean, Miranda Priestly, Joanna Kramer, Karen Silkwood and Sister Aloysius Beauvier. Those characters are of importance because she has been nominated for an Academy Award for playing every one of these roles. For ten points, who else could it be but the versatile actress who holds the record for most Academy Award nominations for acting. 

ANSWER: Meryl Streep  


17. This card only appeared in three sets, and has been restricted in tournament play. It is a member of the Power Nine, and Magic writer Zvi Mowshowitz has declared that this card is the best artifact of all time, and has facetiously stated that every deck in the history of the game is better with one of these in it. Variants of this card have appeared in more recent sets, including Mirage’s Lotus Eye Diamond, Tempest’s Petal version, Mirrodin’s Gilded version, and Time Spiral’s Bloom version. Its illustration is one of the titular flower over foliage backdrop. It has a zero casting cost, and can be tapped and sacrificed to add three mana of any one colour to a player’s mana pool. For ten points, identify this most valuable Magic Card of all time. 

Answer: Black Lotus


18. This team joined the league in 1974 as an expansion team and promptly went 8-67-5 in its inaugural season, setting the record for the worst winning percentage in league history. Prior to last season, their best season came in 85-86, when they won 50 games and had 107 points in the regular season, although they would go on to lose to the Rangers in the Division Finals. The team has retired Rod Langway’s #5, Yvon Labre’s #7, Mike Gartner’s #11, and Dale Hunter’s #32. This team has finished first in the Southeast Division each of the last two seasons, but they have failed to advance past the second round of the playoffs, losing to the Flyers in 07-08 and the Penguins in 08-09. For ten points, identify this team, currently led by superstar Alexander Ovechkin.

Answer: Washington Capitals


19. Notable guest stars on this show include Laurie Metcalfe as a comparative literature professor keen on Moliere, Mike Ditka as the coach of the Pendelton Badgers and Cindy Crawford as a Venusian woman named Mascha. It aired for five years* on NBC, was nominated for 31 Emmy awards and featured a man trapped in the body of a woman – sort of. Its highest ratings came in 1997 for it’s 3D episode entitled “A Nightmare on Dick Street.” Minor characters include Vicky Dubcek [doob-check], Dr. Judith Draper, Nina, the administrative assistant and The Big Giant Head, played by William Shatner. For ten points, name this sitcom, starring a young Joseph Gordon Levitt and the perennial squinter French Stewart that should not to be confused with another NBC sitcom starring Tina Fey. 

ANSWER:  3rd Rock From The Sun


20. The Number’s the Same. With the induction of Randy Johnson into the 300 win club this season, there are now this many members in the 300 win club, a figure that is unlikely to ever change. Rickey Henderson wore this number with the Toronto Blue Jays during their World Series years. Notable players currently sporting this number include Grady Sizemore, Robinson Cano, Miguel Cabrera, and Ken Griffey Jr. Jason Kapono wore this number during his tenure with the Raptors, and Ricky Romero currently wears this number for the Blue Jays. For ten points, give this number, perhaps most famously worn at present by Lakers superstar Kobe Bryant.

Answer: 24


21. This team began the 2008 season ranked 10th in the USA Today Coaches’ poll. They opened the season with a 52-10 thrashing of Florida Atlantic, and would go on to win their first eight games of the season, including thrashings of conference rivals Arkansas, Colorado, and Missouri. Their biggest win of the season, however, may have been a 45-35 win over then number one ranked Oklahoma at the Red River Shootout, with wideout Jordan Shipley catching 11 passes for 112 yards and a touchdown as well as returning a kickoff return 96 yards for a score. This win was the subject of much late season controversy, however, as Oklahoma would eventually represent the Big 12 South in the conference title game. All may not be lost, however, as Heisman candidate Colt McCoy announced that he would return for his senior year to compete for a national championship. For ten points, identify this bovine-nicknamed college football team, currently coached by Mack Brown.

Answer: University of Texas Longhorns (Accept either)







BONUSES

	
1. If you’re like me, the modicum of anatomy knowledge you have comes exclusively from reading sports injury reports. Answer the following questions FTSNOP:

A. Many MLB pitchers, including its namesake, undergo Tommy John surgery to repair this elbow ligament.
ANSWER: Ulnar Collateral Ligament

B. The tearing of this part of the shoulder usually results in career ending surgery. In 2008, Blue Jays pitcher Dustin McGowan underwent season-ending surgery to repair fraying of this and has still not returned, leading to speculation that McGowan’s career may be over.
ANSWER: Labrum

C. These are the four main ligaments of the knee. In the opening game of the New England Patriots 2008 season, Quarterback Tom Brady tore two of these, leading to season-ending surgery. Name any two for five points each.
ANSWERS: 
Anterior Cruciate Ligament, (ACL) 
Posterior Cruciate Ligament, (PCL) 
Medial Collateral Ligament, (MCL) 
Lateral Collateral Ligament (LCL). 


2. 30-20-10, Identify the word.

A. It is the subject of a song in the musical Avenue Q.

B. In the musical, Gary Coleman feels a sense of this as he sees Nicky living in the streets after he has been kicked out by his roommate Rod.

C. You might experience this feeling when “watching a vegetarian being told she just ate chicken” or “watching a frat boy realize just what he put his dick in”. Gary Coleman defines this word as: “German for happiness at the misfortune of others,” to which Nicky replies: “Happiness at the misfortune of others? That IS German!”
ANSWER: Schadenfreude 


3. This past January marked the 50th anniversary of the founding of Motown Records. Answer these questions concerning the greatest record label ever FTPE:

A. This record producer, songwriter and businessman was the founder of Motown Records.
ANSWER: Berry Gordy, Jr.

B. This early Miracles hit single was the first Motown track to hit #1 on the Billboard R&B Charts.
ANSWER: Shop Around

C. This trio was responsible for writing many of Motown Record’s most successful tracks.
ANSWER: Holland-Dozier-Holland


4. Since 2004, five players have hit 50 home runs or more in a season. Name them for 5 points each with a bonus 5 for all five.

ANSWER: Alex Rodriguez (54 in 2007), Prince Fielder (50 in 2007), Ryan Howard (58 in 2006), David Ortiz (54 in 2006), Andruw Jones (51 in 2005)


5. I got a feeling… you probably hate the ubiquitous radio hit I Gotta Feeling. 

A. For ten points, who had a global #1 hit with I Gotta Feeling 
ANSWER: The Black Eyed Peas

B. Earlier this year, Will.I.Am’s publicist was charged with assaulting which gossip gangster following the Much Music Video Awards in Toronto. 
Answer: Perez Hilton

C. Everyone knows Will.I.Am and Fergie are in the Black Eyed Peas, but for five points per answer, name the other two current members. 
Answer: Apl.De.Ap and Taboo


6. So you want to be a wizard, eh? Given a situation, identify the spell, jinx, curse or charm you would use FTPE:

A. You’re in a wizards’ duel, and you’d like to relieve your opponent of his wand.
ANSWER: A Disarming Charm or “Expelliarmus!”

B. You’re walking along a street and all of a sudden, you encounter a dementor. Quick! Think of something happy and cast this spell.
ANSWER: Patronus Charm or “Expecto Patronum!”

C. Someone is trying to use a minor jinx on you. Use this charm to deflect it.
ANSWER: A Shield Charm or “Protego!”


7. Where have all the good nicknames gone? Given a current baseball player’s nickname(s), identify the player on a 5 for one, 10 for two, 20 for three, and 30 for all four basis.

A. Doc
Answer: Roy Halladay

B. The Hebrew Hammer
Answer: Ryan Braun

C. The Cuban Missile
Answer: Alexei Ramirez

D. The Anchorman/The Chief of Staff
Answer: Stephen Strasbourg


8. The altercation took place on February 10, 2009 and began when she read his text messages from another girl. In response to her allegations of cheating, he repeatedly hit and even bit her in the face. For ten points, 

A. Name the two singers involved in this altercation. 
ANSWER: Chris Brown and Rihanna

B. The event took place the night before this award ceremony, causing both artists to drop out. 
ANSWER: The Grammys

C. At the Grammys, Chris Brown was suppose to perform with Al Green. This “Cry Me A River” singer stepped in at the last minute to replace him. 
ANSWER: Justin Timberlake


9. Many acclaimed actors have done guest voicing on the Simpsons. Given the name of a character from the show, provide the name of the Academy Award nominated actor or actress who provided the voice, for the stated number of points. 

A. 5pts:  Mindy Simmons
ANSWER: Michelle Pfeiffer

B. 5pts: Mr. Bergstrum
ANSWER: Dustin Hoffman

C. 5pts Mona Simpsons
ANSWER: Glen Close

[D.] 15pts: Allison Taylor
ANSWER: Winona Ryder


10. Everyone loves before and after on Wheel of Fortune, so why not give it a shot at Quiz Bowl. 

A. This is what you get when you combine a popular mythology based PlayStation 2 game featuring the character Kratos, with a film about an outrageous and bitter divorce battle, starring Michael Douglas, Kathleen Turner, and Danny DeVito  
ANSWER: God of War of the Roses

B. This is what you get when you combine Michael Landon’s most famous television show based on a Laura Ingalls Wilder book with the last film to be directed by Robert Altman, featuring performances from Meryl Streep, Lily Tomlin and John C. Riley. 
ANSWER: Little House on the Prairie Home Companion 

C. You get this when you combine the American title of the first Harry Potter book with the band who made Sarah Michelle Gellar make out with creepy giant bug-eyes rodents in the video for Sour Girl
ANSWER: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone Temple Pilots


11. This has been a very good year for Steam.  Given the name of a song released in 2009, name the artist who sampled a portion of their hit 1969 song Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye.

A. Jay-Z
ANSWER: D.O.A. (or Death of Autotune)

B. Kristinia DeBarge.
Answer: Goodbye

C. Wale [wall-eh] Feat. Lady Gaga
ANSWER: Chillin


12. Live from New York, it’s Saturday Night Live former cast members who you may be surprised to learn were once repertory players on the show! Answer these questions for ten points each; about actors whose failure to achieve success on SNL somehow propelled them to stardom.

A. This actor who received an Oscar nomination for Chaplin, and who recently played Tony Stark and his alter ego Iron-Man, was on the 1985 cast before being fired in ’86 due to cutbacks. 
ANSWER: Robert Downey Jr. 

B. Before she got her own show on Comedy Central, found out that Jesus was magic and dated Jimmy Kimmel, this actress sat on the 1993-94 cast. 
ANSWER: Sarah Silverman

C. He joined SNL for its 1985–86 season at the age of 17. He was, and remains, the youngest cast member in the show's history. You perhaps remember him for playing Brian Johnson in The Breakfast Club. 
ANSWER: Anthony Michael Hall

13.  30/20/10, name the movie. 

A. 30 pts: Both the Cornell and Dartmouth hockey teams were played by Dartmouth's actual team. Cornell hockey coach Ned Harkness only allowed Cornell jerseys to be used in the film on the condition that Cornell win the game against Harvard. 

B. 20 pts: It’s famous Oscar winning score was arranged by French composer Francis Lai.  

C. It’s tagline: “Love means never having to say you’re sorry,” was voted #13 on AFIs list of greatest film quotes. 
ANSWER: Love Story


14. Given a popular video game title for the Nintendo DS, name the developer, for ten points each.

A. Grand Theft Auto: Chinatown Wars
ANSWER: Rockstar Games

B. Pokemon Diamond
ANSWER: Game Freak

C. Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney
ANSWER: Capcom   


15. The Tonys aren’t just about musicals. Given a brief description of a play, and the year it won, name the best play winner. 

A. 2009 - The play is about two pairs of parents, one of whose child has hurt the other at a public park, who meet to discuss the matter in a civilized manner. However, as the evening goes on, the parents become increasingly childish, resulting in the evening devolving into chaos.   
ANSWER: God of Carnage

B. 1980 -  It focuses on the conflicted professional and romantic relationship between deaf former student, Sarah Norman, and her teacher, James Leeds. It was later made into an Oscar winning movie starring Marlee Matlin and William Hurt. 
ANSWER: Children of a Lesser God

C. 1975 – It tells the story of a psychiatrist who attempts to treat a young man who has a pathological sexual fascination with horses. It was brought back to Broadway starring Daniel Radcliffe in 2008. 
ANSWER: Equus


16. Some television theme songs were composed well before the show aired. Given a show, give the name of its theme song and the band that performs the song, for five points each. 

A. CSI: NY
ANSWER: The Who [band], “Baba O’Riley” [song]

B. Smallville
ANSWER: Remy Zero [band], “Save Me” [song] 

C. Party of Five
ANSWER: Bodeans [band], “Closer to Free” [song]


17. It’s board game night. Name these board games from descriptions, for ten points each. 

A. First produced by Milton Bradley in 1991, it involves carefully removing molars and canines from the titular species. 
ANSWER: Crocodile Dentist

B. Players in this game build settlements, cities, and roads to connect them as they settle the titular island. The game board representing the island is composed of hexagonal tiles. 
ANSWER: Settlers of Catan

C: This game is played on a square board divided into 20 rows and 20 columns, for a total of 400 squares. There are a total of 84 game tiles, organized into 21 shapes in each of four colors: blue, yellow, red, and green. At the end of the game, points are tallied based on how many pieces have and have not been played. It has won several awards since it was introduced in 2004. 
ANSWER: Blokus


18. Given the name of an NFL franchise, name their starting quarter back for ten points each. 

A. New England Patiors
ANSWER: Tom Brady

B. New Orleans Saints
ANSWER: Drew Brees 

C. Cincinatti Bengals
ANSWER: Carson Palmer
 

19. I give this question two paws up! Given a TV series, name the family dog. 

A. Frasier
ANSWER: Eddie

B. The Brady Bunch
ANSWER: Tiger

C. For five points per answer, name the first Bundy family pooch on Married with Children, and the dog he was replaced with after he passed away. 
ANSWERS: Buck and Lucky 


20. Answer these questions about films being released in 2009, for ten points each. 

A. Directed by Rob Marshall, it stars a multitude of academy award winning and nominated actors including Daniel Day-Lewis, Judi Dench, Nicole Kidman, Penelope Cruz, Marion Cotillard, Kate Hudson and Sofia Loren. It is the film adaptation of the 1982 winner for best musical.
ANSWER: Nine

B. This is an upcoming animated action/fantasy film directed by Shane Acker and produced by Tim Burton. It is based on Acker's Academy Award-nominated short film of the same name. It features stitched puppets in a post-apocalyptic world.     
ANSWER: 9 

C. Aliens named prawns are detained in South Africa in this hit, produced by Peter Jackson and staring Sharlto Copley. 
ANSWER: District 9


21. Given the name of an Oscar winning song from this decade, name the film it came from for ten points each.   

A. I Need to Wake Up
ANSWER: An Inconvenient Truth

B. Al Otro Lado Del Río
ANSWER: The Motorcycle Diaries

C. Things Have Changed
ANSWER: Wonder Boys


22. Six individuals have hosted or co-hosted the Oscars more than all others. For five points per answer, name them.
ANSWERS: 
Johnny Carson				Bob Hope
Billy Crystal				Whoopi Goldberg
Jack Lemmon				Jerry Lewis 




